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1. In this report, I demonstrate that California can reduce its prison population

without adversely impacting public safety.

2. Reducing the prison population will require one or two events to occur - a

lowering in the number of people being admitted to prison andlor a reduction in the

amount of time to serve (also known as length of stay or LOS). As I explain below,

given California's unique prison population, it is possible to divert some people who

otherwise would have been incarcerated, and to shorten some sentences, without

adversely impacting public safety.

Basis for My Opinion

3. In addition to the matters set forth in my November, 2007 report, 1 have been

asked to render my opinion on whether a "prisoner release order" as defined by the Prison

Litigation Reform Act would have an adverse impact on public safety or the operation of

a criminal justice system.

4. The opinions set forth in this declaration are based on my extensive

experience studying and researching correction systems, including my recent work on the

CDCR Expert Panel on Adult Offender and Recidivism Reduction Programming

(hereinafter, "Expert Panel"), on my review of data and documents provided to me by

plaintiffs' counscl and counsel for CDCR and the intervenors and on my visits to

California State prisons, including, most recently, my expert tour at CSP-Lancaster on

November 2. 2007.

5. In preparation for this report. 1 havc reviewed the same documents that 1

revicwed m prcpanng It)r my November, 2007 repOli. 1 also reviewed additional

documents, listed in Appendix A to this RepOli. This report is also based on documents
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and data that I received while working on the Expert Panel, including current population

trend data.

6. I have neither authored any publications nor testified as an expert witness in

court since my report of November, 2007. My curriculum vitae and the rate that I am

charging plaintiffs for my work on this case has remained the same.

Background to Overcrowding in California's Prisons

7. There is no question that California's prison system is severely overcrowded.

As shown in Table 1, the current CDCR institutional population is now at 156,003 male

and female prisoners. The CDCR design capacity is only 79,828 indicating a crowding

ratio of 197%. The situation would be even more severe if onc were to include the 4,400

California prisoners temporarily being housed in out of statc private prison systems

(Mississippi, Arizona. Oklahoma and Tcnnessee). Crowding in California's prisons has

bcen a constant condition for many years. Nearly two decades ago in 1990. California's

prison population was only 86.942 but the dcsign capacity was 47.221 or a crowding

ratio of 184%.

8. In 2006 the US Department of Justice reported that California's prisons were

more overcrowded than any other states. I

9. A major factor contributing to California's crowding problcm is that

CalifiJrnia has one of the highest recidivism ratcs in the country when one uses the

measure of being returned to prison within thrce years. According to the Virginia

I William Sabol, I-leather Couture, and Harrison Page. December 1007. Prisoners in lOOt>. Washington.
DC: Bureau of Justice Statistics, US Department of Justice.
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Sentencing Commission, only Kansas, Utah and Alaska have higher return to pnson

recidivism rates than California. 2

10. This was not always the case. In the 1970s California's recidivism rates were

much lower. Figure I shows how the California return to prison recidivism rate

accelerated very rapidly over a relatively short period of time and reached a peak in the

late 1980s. It has since slowly declined but remains twice the level it was in the 1970s.

2 Based on information compiled by R.ick Kern, Ph.D .. Director, Virginia Criminal Sentencing Commission
from various state department of corrections and sent to me on August 14,2008.
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Figure 1: California's Historical One & Two Year Return to Prison
Recidivism Rate with Annual Return to Prison Rate3
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, This chali is a reproduction of Figure E-1 from Joint PIs, Tr. Ex. 2, Expert Panel on Adult Offender and
Recidivism Reduction Programming. 2007, "A Roadmap for Effective Offender Programming in
California," ("Expert Panel Report") Appendix E al 88"
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11. California's return to prison recidivism rate is so high that the US Department

of Justice noted that when deleting California from its analysis of national trcnds, the

overall national return to prison recidivism ratc drops from 52% to 40%4

12. As will be shown later, over 91,000 admissions to prison in California are

parole violators, of which approximately 69.000 arc for technical parole violations.

Technical parole violators are individuals returned to prison for a violation of their parole

supervision conditions, and not for conviction of a crime. Whilc some of these

individuals were arrested for criminal activity, they have not been convicted of a new

crime. Because the rate of technical parole violations in California is so high, more than

lout of every 3 parole violations in the nation occurs in California. And when California

is dcleted from the national data, the percentage of prison admissions that are parole

violators for the nation drops from one third to one quarter. 5

13. The explanation for this trend is that Calihll'nia Impnsons more parole

violators (not that parolees in California commit more crimes). A recent study of

California's recidivism rates concluded that the three year re-arresr rare IS similar to

many other states. It is the high use of imprisonment for parole violations that produces

the high return to prison rate 6 Moreover, the Sabol and Couture study. a report by Dr.

Joan Petersilia. and another report by Blumstein and Beek 7 all conclude that Calif(lrnia's

1 Patrick Langan and David J. Levin. June 2002. Recidivism of Prisoners Released in 1994. Washington,
DC: Bureau of Justice Statistics, US Dcpal1ment of.Justicl', p. 8, 'fable 9.
5 William J. Sabol and Heather Couture, June :2008. Prison Inmates al A1liZl'ulr JorF'. p. 19. Vv'ashington,
DC: Bureau of Justice Statistics, US Department of Justice.
(, Ryan Fischer, "/\re Callfornia's Recidivism Rates Reaf(v the Highest in the Nation? !t Depends on \\'hat
Measure of Recidivism You use." UC! Center for F:vidence-Based Corrections, Irvine, California, Vol. I,
September 2005, Available at http://ucicorrections.scwcb.llCi.cdui.
~ Alfred Blumstein and Allen J. Beck, "Reentry as Transient State' Between Liberty and H.ccoJ1lmitmenL "
in Jeremy Travis and Christy Vishcr, Eds., Prisoner Reenu:v and Crime in America. Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Cambridge University Press, 2005.

5
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unique system of imprisoning technical parole violators actually worsens public safety

because it disrupts any effort to stabilize both parolees and the communities where they

rcside.

"As two leading crime analysts, Alfred Blumstein and Allen Beck,
illustrated in a recent study, California's catch and release model of crime
control is creating a destructive situation by constantly cycling offenders
in and out of prison and their home communities in a way that blurs the
distinction between the two and combines the worse elements of each." 8

14. Another major factor contributing to the inercase in California's prIson

population is the increase in lengths of prison stays for certain types of crimes. The

impact of sentencing laws on prison population has been well-documented by the COCR

in its population projection reports and more recently by the Little Hoover Institute 9

15. As a result of the high return-to-prison rates and increased sentences, the

population of COCR prisons has steadily increased over the years. However, the most

recent report issued this year (CDCR 200S Spring Adult Population Projection) shows a

slight reduction of 3.591 prisoners (or 2%) over the next live years. IO This slight

reduction is the result of lower new court admissions, lower numbers of parole

revocations. and shorter lengths of stay. These fl1ctors are the same ones cited by the

Expert Panel as possible solutions to the crowding situation. But even the COCR

population projection acknowledges the forecasted population reduction is tenuous. is

likely to last only a couple of years, and should not be used for long-term planning

purposes (see pages Sand 9 of the Spring 200S Adult Population Projection). (Indeed,

8 Joan Petersilia, May 2006.Understanding California Corrections, Berkley.', CA: California Policy Research
Center, University of California.
') Little Hoover Institute, 2007. "Solving California's Corrections Crisis: Time is Running Out" Appendix
F. Sacramento, CA: Little I-louver Institute
III California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation. Spring 2008 Adult Population
Projection. (Undated). Sacramento, CA, CDCR.
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the methods used by the CDCR to estimate short-term population reductions are being

reviewed by two outside experts to detcrmine the validity of the estimating process.) In

short, it is uncertain whether the population will actually decline and if it does the amount

of the decline and the duration of the decline will be minimal. In any event, even with

the projected reduction in population, CDCR's prisons will remain vastly overcrowded.

16. While some degree of overcrowding can be tolerated within a correctional

system, there is a point beyond which it becomes very difficult to operate a secure. safe,

and humane system for both staff and prisoners. The overcrowding in CDCR now

pervades and adversely impacts all aspects of the operations of the Department, including

CDCR's ability to process new prisoners expeditiously. provide adequate medical, mental

health and dental care, and provide evidence based programs. II The overcrowding also

results in inadequate bed space, causing CDCR to take steps such as converting program

space to housing. 12 Overcrowding also results in increased violence, resulting in the

frequent use of lengthy lockdowns. 13 These responses, which are required to maintain

some semblance of order, serve to also exacerbate the difficulty in providing programs

and basic medical and mental health services to the prisoner population. 11

17. There is no reason to believe that the crowding problem will be solved quickly

because CaJif()rnia has not enacted thc systemic rel(JnllS necessary to reduce

overcrowding.

---------

! I ,See, e,g.. Expert Panel Repon at 9-11: J1. Pis. Tr. Ex. 26 (Receiver's Rep0l1 rc Overcrowding); .It. Pis.
Tr. Ex. I (Governor's Emergency Proclamation).
" !d. Appendix E, at 91.
I.l See, e,g, Governor's Emergency Proclamation.
14 See, e,g., Receiver's Rep0l1 re Overcrowding.
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Table 1: Current CDCR Populations and Capacity as of 7116/08

~~--~~- -~----~--------------~-------_.-

C,-Other Prison Population Demands . . . .__________ __
I. _~rojeeted 5 Year Reduction - Iostimated X()..0nstitutic)~'_@2o/"_ ~:31J.9Q

~:_~c.tJTent .-county Jail Back-Up -- Sentenced to CDCR ~ ._____ 2,000_
_3. Prisoners 'Iemporally in Out of State Prisons ~_________ ±,.'±.90

'CC---=:--- - .------~--.--- .---------~

, D. Total Additional Institutional Prisoners (Current and Projected) Not in CDCR 3,000
~--~---~--------~-~---. --.--.------------.--------..---------- I

IT[I~taJ Insti tutiOnal Pop~I!ation to BeA.c..c:()mmod'!tcd thc-8.~~JIears-ml:f}22=r=-I}-~-c09}l
m_~~behv-C-e~ecte-dTnstitutional populatlOn-m1dI)eSlgnCapacitY~bY-W13--t---79 ,J j
http://;~";"w.t:dcr.ra.gov/lkport~'_.Res~;;Th/(Yffi:ntk:;·~Morn~J-lti;;I;~"~,i.;rrvices-=-B~;lncWV;i~~ekly\Vcd/frO\;1:\(I"POPIAdLIH{171 G.Pti"f'--- -

The Relationship between Prison and Public Safety

18. California can reduce its prison population without adversely impacting public

safety.

19. A smaller prison population would not, by itself cause an increase in crime.

It is well known that many states with higher rates of imprisonment have higher crime

rates and, convcrsely, many states with Iml'er incarceration rates havc lower crimc rates.

But in general, there is no relationship between crime rates and imprisonment rates. 15

And as will be shown below, moderately lowering the prison population and

15 I conducted an analysis of two US Department of Just ice data files containing crime rates and
incarceration rates during 2004 by state, and found a correlation coefncient of -.0 13 \\'hich represents no
consistent relationship. Looking at violent crime rates only', there is a positive correlation between violent
crime rates and incarceration rates, \vhich means that the states with th.e highest incarceration rates have the
violent crime rates.

8
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incarceration rate while using evidence-based models for rehabilitation does not result in

higher crime.

20. Similarly, large prison populations do not equal less crime. Recent studies

based on individual states and counties have estimated the crime-reduction impact of

prison growth to be small or non-existent. 16 Research on crime and incarceration does

not consistently indicate that the massive use of incarceration has reduced crime rates.

21. Indeed, some research shows that higher rates of imprisonment may actually

serve to increase erime rates. This happens in a variety of ways. For example, increasing

imprisonment results in the "churning" of large segments of the largely young male

population in and out of prison, which serves to disrupt the community and family

structure that would otherwise produce low crime rates. 17 Thus, if a state wishes to

reduce its crime rate, it will need to look at other factors other than imprisonment. That

is, the best way to lower crime rates is not to increase imprisonment rates.

Moreover, in overcrowded prison systems such as California's, overcrowding

has resulted in a reduction in access to basic education. vocational training and drug

rehabilitative rehabilitation programs. IS It is well-known that if prisoners arc properly

assesscd and assigned to well structured programs, persons who complete those programs

have lowcr recidivism ratcs I9 Accordingly, overcrowding in California has impeded the

16 Bruce Western, Punishment (mel Inequa/IZJ: in Amerh'a. NY: Russell Sage, 2006), James P. Lynch and
\Villiam 1. SaboL Did Getting Tough on Crime Pay') Crime Po/icy Report /y'u I. Washington, DC: Urban
Institute, ]997~ Avai lablc at "w\\/~ll.rban.on.up~lblj.s;£\Ji,Qns/307111.eb1.mLDon Stemen Reconsidering
Incarceration: /Yew Directionsj()r Reducing Crime. New York: Vera Instiwte of Justice. 2007).
17 Dina Rose and Todd Clear. "The Problem \vith 'Addition by Subtraction': The Prison-Crime Relationship
in Low income Communities," in Marc Mauer and Meda Chesney-Lind, eds .. lnvis'ible Punishment: The
Collateral Consequences qjAlass Imprisonment, NY: The New Press, (2003), pp ! 8] -194: Todd R. Clear,
Imprisoning CommuniTies: How Alass Incarceration Aiakes Disadvantaged Place,)' If'orse. New York:
Oxf()fd University Press. 2007).
'" See Expert Panel Rep0l1 at 9-1 1.
19 See Expert Panel Report at 1~2 for a full discussion and referencing of such programs.

')
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State's ability to reduce recidivism. This is why the Expert Panel's first recommendation

was to "Reduce overcrowding in its prison facilities and parole offiee.,,20 lf the state were

able to decrease its prison population, rcclaim program space, and reallocate existing

resources necessary for effective programming both in the community and in prison,

recidivism rates and crime would deeline in California.

23. The bulk of the evidence points to three conclusions: I) The effect of

imprisonment on crime rates, if there is one, is small; 2) If there is an effect, it diminishes

as prison populations expand (and California's prison population is already greatly

expanded); and 3) The overwhelming and undisputed negative side effects of

incarceration and crowding far outweigh the potential, unproven benefits of incarceration.

24. According to Professor James Q. Wilson, we have reached a tipping point of

"diminishing returns" on our investment in prisons?1 Wilson rcports that judges have

always been tough on violent offenders and have incarcerated them for relatively long

sentences. However, as states expanded incarceration, they dipped "deeper into the

bucket of persons eligible for prison, dredging up offenders with shorter and shorter

criminal records ...22 Increasing the proportion of convicted criminals sent to prison, like

lengthening time served beyond some point, has produced diminishing marginal returns

in crime rcductions.

~() Expert Panel Repon:, p, viii.

21 James Q. Wilson, "Crime and Public Policy" in James Q. Wilson and Joan Petersilia, CrUng ICS Press,
Oakland. California 1995. page 489-507.
22 Wilson, op cit., page 501.

10
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25, Other fon11er incarceration advocates such as Professor Dilulio and former US

Attorncy General Edward Meese are calling for a repeal of mandatory mll1lmUl11

sentencing and challenging the wisdom of a massive imprisonment policy,23

26, The lesson for California is that lowering the rate of imprisonment will have a

minimal or even a positive effect on crime ratcs, and will improve its ability to engage

many soon-to-be released prisoners in rehabilitative programming, Specific examples of

this phenomenon are presented in the next section,

Prison Population Reduction Measures in Other Jurisdictions

New York

27, New York state offers the most recent and compelling example of how crime

and imprisonment rates can be lowered simultaneously, Like most other states, New York

began to experience a drop in its crime rate beginning in 1994, The reasons for this drop

are the subject of several studies all of whieh are summarized in Blumstein and

Wallman 24 One common conclusion is that the drop in crime was not precipitated by a

surge in imprisonment.

28, The decline ll1 the state's overall pnson population was fueled in part by

reducing the length of stay for those sentenced to prison, This was achieved by creating

programs that allow prisoners to cam more "good time" credits and thus become eligible

for parole sooner than originally scheduled, A report rcleased by the New York State

Department of Corrections, estimates that over 24,000 prisoner were released an

estimated six months earlier from J997 through 2006, Those released earlier had

Jacob Sullu111. "Prison Conversion: Ancr Studying Non~Violcnt Drug Offenders, /\ Criminologist Who
Once Said "Let 'Em Rot" Novv Says "Let 'Em (io", Rcasonline, 'lll['L'Y,"'Y"<:''''',ul,' ,,,,Il!,
August/September 1999.
24 Blumstein A and Wallman J ~eds). 2000. l"hc Crime Drop In America. Cambridge University Press.
Cambridge, UK.

J1
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significantly lower recidivism rates, and the crime rate 111 New York also declined

substantially.25

29. New York City, where much of the State's total drop in crime occurred, was

also implementing its now well-known police practices that focused on "quality of life"

arrests. As a result, thc city experienced a decline in the number of felony arrests while

misdemeanor arrests and jail bookings increascd. But because misdemeanants have

much shorter lengths of stay in the jail and cannot be sentenced to prison, both the City's

jail population and the state prison population declined dramatieally.26 Specifically, the

New York City jail population declined from 2] ,000 to 13,000; the prison population

from 7] ,000 to 63,000 and the probation population li'om 98JlOO to almost 50,000.

30. These reductions in the prison population' and rate of imprisonment occurred

at the same time as the crime rate was declining. Figures 2 and 3 compare the crime and

imprisonment rates fel[ Ncw York with California and Michigan. One could pick any

state to compare with New York and it would show the same trend: namely that as New

York's rate of imprisonment was declining so too was its crime rates, Other states show

the same reduction in crime rates with or without any change in imprisonment rates.

Nevada

3]. Nevada has recently enacted reforms that reduced its pnson population

without impacting crime ratesn

25 Ncvv York Department of Correctional Services, Meril Ti,ne Program Summmy, October 199 7

December 2007.Albany. NY: NYDOC.
26 For a comprehensive assessment of the New York experience see Michael Jacobson, Dovvnsr:.ing
Prisons. How to Reduce erin-Ie and Lnd Alass Incarceration (New York: Nevv York University Press, 2005
27 I am currently employed by' the State of Nevada, the Council of State Governments and the PEW
Charitable Trust Foundation to provide consultancy services to the state, I am very familiar with data
regarding the stale's prison population. For a recent summary' of the 2007 Ncv'ada reforms, see the July 7,
2008 powerpoint presentation that I made before the Nevada Advisory Commission on the Administration
of justice, 'rhe Council of Stale Governments, Carson City, Nevada,

12
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32. Prior to 2007, Nevada was facing a rapidly expanding pnson population

fueled in part by an unexpected increase in prison admissions largely form Clark County

(Las Vegas). A prison forecast indicated in 2008 that unless steps were taken, the state's

prison population would increase from 13,000 prisoners to over 18,000 over the next ten

years. Coupled with a worsening economic picture, the state was faced with a growing

budget request that would compromise effOlis to increase spending on several education

and drug prevention initiatives. 28

33. To address this problem, the state enacted AB 510 in 2007, which increased

the amount of "good time" credits a prisoner could cam for good conduct and completion

of education and treatment programs. (The law was made retroactive to prisoners who

were sentcnced in 2000.) The law also provided for probationers and parolees to receive

good time credits for satisfactory behavior and compliance with the conditions of

probation and parolc. Tbe result was that wcll-behaved prisoners were eligible for parole

sooner, and well-behaved parolees were discharged ii'om parole.

34. With the 2lssistance if the U.S. Department of Justice's Bureau of Justice

Assistance (BJA), the Parole Board also revised its risk based guidelines to better identify

low risk candidates for parole for the purpose of expediting their release. The guidelines

were designed to increase paroles for prisoners who have completed programs designed

to reduce recidivism ratcs.

18 .)'ee esc'] Center on Criminal Justice power point dated October 17,2006

13
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Figure 2: New York versus California and Michigan Incarceration Rates: 1996·2006
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Figure 3: New York versus California and Michigan Reported Crime Indexes: 1996-2006
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35. Finally, the Probation and Parole Division, which supervises all offenders in

the community, agreed to develop and implement in coordination with the Parole Board a

revocation matrix that would reduce the number of returns to prison for technical

violations and the length of stay for technical violations.

36. Since the legislation and new policies took effect in 2007, the prison

population reversed its upward arc and has begun a moderate decline (See Figure 4). At

the same time the probation population has declined from 14,400 to 13,500 and the

probation violation rate had dropped from 47% to 35%. The state also established an

Advisory Commission on the Administration of Justice to monitor reported crime, arrests

and court dispositions to see what elTeet the reforms might have on those key indicators.

To date there has been no increases in crime, arrests or court lilings29

29 See Council of State Governments' power point presentation made to the Nevada Justice Advisory
Commission dated July 7. 2008

16
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Figure 4: Projected and Actual Prison Population For Nevada 30
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:10 The data llsed to compile this figure was provided to me by the Nevada Department of Corrections.
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Mississippi

37. Like many states, Mississippi adopted truth-in-senteneing laws in the mid-

1990s requiring inmates to serve at least 85'Vo of their sentence before receiving parole

consideration. While many states applied this restriction only to violent offenders,

Mississippi brought all offenders under the net. As a result, Mississippi's prison

population more than doubled over the last 14 years, from 10,500 to 22.800. In 1994, the

Department of Corrections budget was $109.6 million. This year, it stands at $327

million, and state prisons are at 99% of capacity.

38. This year, with the endorsement of Republican Governor Halley Barbour,

Mississippi enacted SB 2136, a statute that would allow thousands of nonviolent

offenders to become eligible for parole after serving 25% of their sentence. OJ1icials say

4,500 inmates, or 24% of the total population, are covered by the new law. 1 have been

retained by the state of Mississippi to conduct population projections to estimate the

effect of the new law. Because the measure is retroactive. about 3,OO() inmates or about

12% of the total population already have met their time-served requirement and arc

eligible for immediate parole consideration. The parole board is ramping up to conduct

hearings and beginning to process cases. The state is beefing up its parole ranks to

prepare for the increased demand !()r supervision. 1 estimate that the Mississippi prison

population will experience a 20% reduction all based on shoner periods of imprisonment.

Califbrnia Counties

39. Several California counties have low numbers of persons sentenced to the

CDCR without apparent impacts on crime rates.

18
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40. Table 2 shows the felony prison disposition rates and prison admissions for

new convictions in some of the major counties in California. The table demonstrates that

there is considerable variation among the counties in both their felony prison disposition

rates and prison commitment rates. The statewide felony prison disposition rate in 2005

(the last year reported buy the California Attorney General), is 19%. This number

reflects the percentage of felony convictions that resulted in a prison sentence. The most

frequent dispositions are probation and probation with a jail sentence (often representing

credit for time served in jail awaiting the court's disposition). Riverside, Los Angles and

San Bernardino Counties have felony disposition rates that are significantly higher than

the state average. Alameda, Contra Costa, and San Francisco Counties have the lowest

felony disposition rates. If Los Angeles, Riverside and San Bernardino alone were to

match the 19% statewide felony disposition rate, the number of prison admissions for

new convictions woule! drop by 12°1<, statewide.

41. Similarly, the prison commitment rates per 100.000 population as reported by

the CDCR in its annual report vary from a low of 51 and 55 per] 00,000 population in

Contra Costa and San Francisco, to highs of 314 and 300 for San Bernardino and Kern

counties. The variations in prison commitment rates are not explained hy variations in

crime rates. The prison commitment- crime rate ratio as is shown in the last eo]umn of

Table 2, and it demonstrates that counties with the higher prison commitment rates do not

have the higher crime rates. For example, Los Ange]es, Riverside. and San Bernardino

have much higher prison commitment rates but their crime rates arc similar to Contra

Costa, San Diego, and San Francisco, which have much lower prison commitment rates.

]9
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42. This analysis shows that within California, many counties are maintaining low

prison commitment rates -- meaning that they are keeping offenders in the community --

without jeopardizing public safety. What is lacking are statewide initiatives that would

help other counties to follow suit.

Table 2: 2005 Felony Court Dispositions and Commitments by County

Crime Prison Prison
Rate Prison Prison Commitments Commitment

County Disposition CommitmentsPer Per 100,000 to Crime
. 100,000 Rate per Year Populatioll Rate Ratio

Options for California That Will Safely Reduce the Prison Population

43. The size of a prison population is driven by two dynamics - admissions and

length of stay (LOS). California can reduce prison admissions and reduce length of stay

in a safe and practical manner in four ways: 1) provide evidence-based programming and

supervision to technical parole violators instead of returning them to prison: 2) divert

low-level offenders to probation and parole instead of prison: 3) provide more avenues

for prisoners to earn "good time" credits toward release for good behavior: and 4) provide

more avenues for early discharge fi'om parole. Each of these options has been

20
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successfully adopted either in California counties or in other states, and has proven to be

effective. Further, each of these recommendations were also recommendations made by

tbe Expert Panel 31 The recommendations made by the Expert Panel (with one exception)

were formally endorsed by the CDCR. 32

44. It is important to note tbat individuals wbo would be diverted or released early

under these programs arc all people wbo would otherwise be returned 10 Ihe communily

within several months of tbe date tbat tbese programs would release tbem. This report

does not contemplate releasing any high-risk offenders or anyone who would otherwise

remain incarcerated for life. Thus, the normal risks of recidivism among the population

who are released from prison in the ordinary course of events also exists bere. As

explained below, the actual expected impacl on crime rales from these population

reduction measures is negligible, and implementation of appropriate evidence-based

programming can further reduce or eliminate any increase in crime.

Moderalely and Seleclively Reduce Prison :1dmissiolJ.\·

45. There are two major types of prison admissions for tbe CDCR new coun

commitments and parole violators. Any moderate reduction in one or botb of tbese two

admission streams will bave an associated impact on the prison population.

46. As explained above. California bas implemented policies that makc its prison

admission attributes different than any otber state in the US. As shown in Table 3, the

number of prison admissions is extremely large (because of the large number of technical

parole violators being admitted each year), but the size of the parole technical violator

population at any given point is only approximately 20.000 (because the average length

11 Expert Panet RepoJ1.
\:'. See letter signed by Secretary James Tilton dated September 25.2007 to the Honorable Denise Ducheny
and the Honorable John Laird endorsing all but one oflhe [(:commendations of the Expert Panel Report.
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of sentence for these admissions is just four months). The difference between California

and other major states is shown in Table 4 which further highlights the unique attributes

of these California admission numbers.

1. Reducing The Number of Technical Parole Violators

47. Califomia can safely reduce its prison population by reducing the number of

teclmical parole violators who are imprisoned.

48. While Califomia currently incarcerates a high percentage of parole violators,

this has not always been the ease.

49. Prior to 1976, COCR had a high parole success rale. 75'10 of released parolees

successfully completed their periods of supervision33 In the 1980's however, CDCR and

the Board of Prison Terms implemented a number of policies that reduced the parole

success rate and increased the number of technical parole violators being admitted to

prison34 One of the most prominent changes was the decision by the BPT to

accommodate local county officials by admitting parole violators who otherwise would

have remained in the local jail pending their revocation hearing. This was done to help

reduce the jail population and jail crowding35

50. Other factors cited by the BPT and CDCR officials that have served to

increase parole revocations were I) a reduction of community treatmcnt resources. 2)

incrcased used of drug testing. 3) decreased ratio 0 I' parole agent to paro!c caseload and

'\'J James Austin, 1987, "Success and Failure on Parole in Cali!()l'Jlia, A Preliminary I~valllation", San
Francisco, CA: National Council on Crime and Delinquency, Table 3
,4 James Austin, !987, "Success and Failure on Parole in California, A Preliminary Evaluation", San
Francisco, CA: National Council on Crime and Delinquency
15 See report by CDCR official Norm Holt. January 24, 1995. ·'lZeducing Parole Revocations By Improved
Decision Making: The California Experience." Unpublished Report. and James Austin, 1987. ·'Success and
Failure on Parole in California, A Preliminary [valuation", San Francisco, CA: National Council on
Crime and Delinquency
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4) the willingness of the prosecutors to acccpt a parole rcvocation in lieu of funhcr

. 36prosecutIon.

Table 3
Prison Admissions versus Prison Populations

Indicator Prison Admissions Current Population-
N % N i %

'-'..C-~'-~~-- --- •..•.. ,.-...-~~~ .--.- •.• - __• __. __•.__L_._..,~_,..
_T.ota I.§.~_ _ ..1~..1.,8i3.1..f_.J..OO o/,,-_J2.1j387-l--.lOQ%

New Court Commitments 50}08 36% 108.637 I 63%
-~~--_.~.~---~ ._'.-'~.--e_-.----'_..------.~ - ..·-·-----or""---.-;-

,Parole Violators - T()t13.1 ..__ ...._.__~9..1.j17~- 6.4')i,. _..J3}-,-3...4.9.J __ ~31o/,,-

New Court 21,936 16% I 42.168 I 25%.. ----~f_ .. -.--.--.:-e_.~ - ~-, -,-~ --,-- ..
Technical Violators 57,728 41%, 15,604! 9%
Technical Violators Rein.state-d_·--==-iT50~) --::'8.o'"'l~ __ 4;977~____ 3%~

J)ther Key.c;~!!p2.....~ ,._._.._,~ _,__1.s~_7.~1..._1..3 % L_7.1.2.41.+. 4.1.'lIo
Two Strikes 17.280 12% i 37,027 i 22%1---' .-----------..- ...,,--.~-.---':---...~~... ----- ....j.••--.--.-.

e--ti~e~e~~~~~~s~§.x~~S!~~~s_=~~=::'~.~.=~ ~~~J-.1~l~IT.~:~~~~~j
Source: CDCR

Table 4: Comparisons with Other Major State Prison Systems
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51. There are several methods It)r reducing the numher of technical parolc

violators, In Washington statc, state statutes prohihit parole violators Iyom heing re-

admitted to prison for a technical violation. Instead, technical parole violators can scrve

up to 60 days of confinement in the local jail. Othcr statcs, including l.ouisiana and

16 James Austin, 1987, "Success and Failure on Paroic in California, A Preliminary E\/aluation", San
Francisco, CA: National Council on Crime and Delinquency.
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Texas, have restricted how long a person can be re-incarcerated for a technical parole

violation.

52. A second method is to use a "violation matrix," a system that evaluates the

severity of the violation and the risk-level of the parolee to determine appropriate

sanctions for a parole violation. Using a "violation matrix" lowers parole revocations for

low risk parolees who are involved in non-criminal conduct A numbcr of states now use

such a matrix including South Carolina, New .Jersey, Oregon, Georgia, Iowa, Kansas,

South Dakota, and Texas 37

53. A third method is to reduce the period of supervision for parolees who comply

with their conditions of parole. Such a policy would serve as an incentive for parolees to

behave, and thus reduce violations. As noted abovc, Nevada has instituted such a law

which has reduced the number of both probation and parole violators.

54. Finally, the CDCR could re-institute its own program (succcssfuliv

implemented in the early 19905) whereby parole regions would be allocated targets for

reducing parole violations which, if achieved. would increase community resources for

the agents to use. The model consisted of the following Jive components:

"1) Broaden the concept of parole to include some accountability lew failures.
2) Translate operation concepts into budgct concepts.
3) Redircet part of the avoided prison expenses to parolee support services,
4) Train the rcvocation dccision makers and audit decision processes. and
5) Keep decision makers regularly informcd of the consequences of their

. -,1gactIons..

This effort resulted in about 10.000 fewer parole revocations and 3,000 few prison beds

being used in 1993 .

.17 Persona] communication and email from Peggy Burke, Center for Effective Public Policy, August 4-5.
2008.
,g See Holt. '"Reducing Parole Revocations By' Improved Decision f\1aking: rhe California ['xperience."
Unpublished Report by CDCR o!'fieia!.
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Estimated Impact a/Reducing Technical Parole Violators

55. The COCR Expert Panel estimated that this reform would serve to divert

approximately 31,000 of the nearly 70,000 technical parole violations that are being

returned to prison39 Given that technical parole violators serve an average of 2-4 months

in COCR prisons, it is estimated that the impact on the projected COCR institution

population would be at least 6,500 or as much as 9,500 at any given time. 40

56. As important as the bed reduction, the diversion of at least 31,000 technical

violators from COCR prisons would have a pronounced impact on the volume of persons

being processed at COeR's crowded reception centers, and would enable CDCR to

improve the level care that it provides at those facilities.

57. If effective evidence-based programming were provided to the technical

parole violators, the diversion program would likely have no impact on crime rates.

Indeed, for many technical parole violators who are low-risk offenders. the evidence

suggests that their recidivism rates would be higher if they were incarcerated rather than

released to a community setting with appropriate programming. II

7 Divert L9W Risk Prisoners with Short Sentences

58. CDCR could also moderately reduce prison admissions without jeopardizing

public safety by diverting low-risk. newly sentenced prisoners who will spend a vcry

short period of incarceration due to their short sentences and credit J(ll" jail time (less than

12 months).

,9 See Expe11 Panel Report at Appendix E, p. 89.
1lI See E:xpen Panel Report. It should be noted that the estimates urthe impact of this and other reforms
\\'ere originally removed from the draft report by the CDCR. They were later n>instated based on the
objection of the Expert Panel members.
41 See [':xpert Panel Rep0l1 at 23.
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59. As shown in Table 5, there are over 27,000 persons sentenced to the CDCR

who were sentenced for a "non-violent" olTenses and who do not have a second or third

strike against them. A large portion of the population has received a sentence for 16

months.

60. A diversion program would eliminate a short period of imprisonment within

the CDCR (during which the prisoncr is unlikely to become involvcd in any meaningful

programming), but would not eliminate the period of incarceration in county jails

(typically 4-7 months).42

Estimated impact a/Diverting Low Risk Prisoners with Short Sentences

61. In analysis completed for me by the CDCR, it was determined that the prison

population would be lowered by approximately 16,500 within two ycars of implemcnting

a diversion program l~)r low-risk olfcnders.·1) 1 would lowcr this estimate by

approximatcly 4,000 to account to other factors that may arise as part of the

implementation process (exclusions duc to prisoner refusals to participate or designation

as a high risk for release to the community). This would suggest the prison population

could be reduced by 12,500 through this reform alone. Moreover, if the state provided

appropriate community-based treatment for individuals diverted li'om prison, the

diversion program would likely have a neutral or positive impact on public safety. That

is because low-risk offenders such as those targeted !{)r such a diversion program have

l~ Based on data file fonvarded to me by CDCR, Legislative Estimates Unit, EstinlJtes and Statistical
Analvsis Section. Offender Information Services Branch,
4, C6CR Critical' Statistical Report Request #], December 2007,Legislative E~stimates Unit, E:stimates and
Statistical Analysis Section. Offender Information Services Branch,
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higher recidivism rates when incarcerated and lower recidivism rates when provided

appropriate, evidence-based programming in the eommunity.4.1

Table 5
Sentenced for FY2006-2007 Persons Sentenced to

60 months or less Non-Violent, Non-Lith, Non-Sex Registrant and Non-Strike
Crimes/Sentences

62. California could also safely reduce its prison population by moderately

reducing the length of stay of selected prisoners.

63. One of the most repeated research findings published by the US Department

of Justice's Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) and various states is that increasing or

reducing the period of imprisonment has no associated impact on recidivism rates. The

BJS reports that the average LOS in the nation's prisons has grown hom 20 months in

1994 to 30 months in 2002. This alone accounts felr 50% increase in the ADP in the

4·1 Expert Panel Repol1 at 23.
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nation's prisons. The B.JS recidivism studies and others show no relationship between

time served andrecidivism rates. 45

64. The California CDCR completed an analysis for this author to see if

recidivism rates wcre associated with lengths of imprisonment. Table 6 shows the

relationship between how long persons are incarcerated and recidivism rates in

California. Although the recidivism rates appear to decline slightly, those declines arc

not statistically significant except for people who serve more than 24 months, and that

reduction in recidivism is due entirely to thc maturation of the prisoncr (older prisoners

have lower recidivism ratcs). When this study is replicated controlling for age and other

related fnetors, there is no statistically significant diffcrence in recidivism ratcs by length

of stay. A similar finding was found in the US Departmcnt of Justice rccidivism studies

for 1994 releases of which California participated in and dominates the results by virtue

of its large numbers (see Table 7). Moreover. the good time credit programs outlined in

this report would only result in a reduction of an average of 4 months of LOS, and nearly

all the individuals who would be cligible for such reduction would be serving a sentence

of less than 24 months.

65. It should be noted that even very small changes in LOS can produce very

large reductions in a prison population. in Caliic)rnia. ifall of the 70,000 or so new court

commitments spent 30 days less than thcy do today. the CDCR prisoncr population

would decline by approximately 5,800 inmates. A three month reduction would drop the

population by over] 7,000

is See BJS website for analysis of LOS and Recidivism rates at hllp://\VWW.ojp.llSdoj,govi bjs!correct.htl11.
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Table 6: Three Year CDCR Recidivism Rates for First Releases

Release Year

Time
2000 2001 2002

Served In 0/0 0,10 0/0 % % °/0
Months Released Returned Released Returned Released Returned

Total 100.0% 60.6% 100.0% 59.4% 100.0% 57.3%

0- 6 15.9% 66.0% 16.7% 63.5% 17.6% 61.9%

7 - 12 37.0% 62.6% 35.5% 62.7% 33.1% 60.1%
13 - 18 16.9% 59.0% 16.6% 57.7% 16.3% 55.7%
]9 -24 ] l.I'Io 58.6% ]0.7% 57.9% 11.2% 55.9%
25·- 30 4.8% 55.6% 5.]% 54.0% 5.0% 52.4%
31 -36 3.6% 54.9% 3.9% 53.4% 3.9% 52.5%
37 -- 60 7.1% 53.9% 7.2% 49.5% 7.4% 49.8%

61 4 3.5% 56.1% 4.2% 53.5°;() 5.5% 51.0%
Source: 1 able 6 IS reproductIOn of Iable [:-4 from the Expert Panel Report, al Appendix b, p. 92.

Table 7: Three Year FollowCUp Rate of Re-arrest of State Prisoners (including
California) Released in 1994, By Time Served in Prison

Time Served Rates

6 Months or Less
7-] 2 months
13-18 months

months
months
months
months

months or more

__ _ __ _ , 66_.0°'0
64.8%

64.2% ---_. -

65 .4_~o;(--o- _ __ ----I
68.3(Vo
62.6%
63.2 %

54.0%

Source: U.S. Depanment of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, Bureau of Justice Statistics. Prison
Stat isties. On Iinc. Avai lab Ie: bJ1J)_~U~.\~~:Y,.\Y",_9J[UJ;~~i(~j_,g12_",~_'_.bj>,'i?L~,jQIJ.?jUIJ1. Accessed: /\ ugust 1. 2006.

66. The methods that many states use to reduce the LOS are either through good-

time credits or parole board decision making. States with indeterminate sentencing usc

their parole boards to modify LOS. In a determinate sentencing state like Calil~)rnia. the
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only means for modifying release dates is to allow for the award of special program

credits that serve as an incentive to participate in risk reduction programs. 46 lllinois and

Indiana are two states that offer such good time credits for most oftheir inmates. 47

67. Creating an incentive system where prisoners arc rewarded for complying

with the facility rules and/or participating in programs that serve to reduce recidivism

rates is cost effective and helps protect both institution and public safety.

68. In California there are few incentives for California prisoners to participate in

programs or to fully comply with prison rules. Prisoners receive a fixed term which can

be reduced by varying amounts by receiving earned credits as set forth in Penal Code

§2933 48 The original intent of the work and education credits was to establish an

incentive for participating in designated programs and work assignments. But as over-

crowding intensified, the opportunities for such participation both decreased and was

unevenlyapplied. 49

69. To address this problem the CDCR has become more generous in what

qualifies for work incentive credits by creating in 2004 the "Bridging Educational

Program" (BEP)5o The BEP is a 2-4 month in-cell program offered to prisoners at the

Reception Centers that awards prisoner good time credits fix completing in-cell written

46 In the 1960's. when California had an indeterminate sentencing scheme, Governor Ronald Reagan \-vas
able to reduce the prison population by increasing th(' number of paroles being granted by' the Parole Board
and increasing emphasis on rehabilitation and treatment. During this period the prison population dropped
fhml 28,000 in 1968 to under 20,000 in 1972 and remained at that level for several )'ears. This practice is
still being used by severa! states (New YorL Texas, Nevada, Kentucky, Michigan, and Pennsylvania are
states that have increased parole grant rates or have maintained high grant rates for a considerable period or
time).

-P See Illinois and Indiana Departmem of Correcti OilS web sites at http://www,idoc.stale.iLusJ and
http://www.in.gov/idoc/
18 See Expert Panel Report, pag<.' 12 for detailed description of'alloVliCd good time credits .
.1') See F:xpert Panel Report, page !2.
50 See Expert Panel Report. page 12.
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assignments. The quality of such serVIces and their impact on recidivism rates is

'1questionable and has not been evaluated.' Basically, it is a method for expediting

releases by allowing newly admitted prisoners to earn Work Incentive Program (WIP)

credits while awaiting a transfer to another facility or release to parole. The perccntage of

prisoners participating in the Bridging program has accelerated ovcr the past few years.

70. Another method being used by the CDCR to expedite releases is its

Conservation Corps Program. Prisoners who work in this program can earn two days off

of their sentence for each day in the program as authorized by Penal Code §2933.3.

Currently, there arc over 4,000 male and female prisoners in the Conservation Corps

camps, which is less than three percent of the total institutional popuiationS2 Expanding

these programs would decrease the LOS for prisoners who are not sentenced as a

"violent" offender, 20d striker. or a 3'd striker. (It should be noted that there arc prisoners

in these three excluded elasses who are assigned to the CCCs but arc unable to earn the

additional good time credits due to existing California law. The 2nd and 3,d strikers plus

prisoners classified as serious or violent offenders must serve 8()o;() of their sentences, so

the day-for-day earned credits are of less value and are less of an incentive !lJr them to

participate in meaningful programs and adhere to the prison rules.)

71. Under current California law and practices. prisoners do not receive full WIP

or pretrial credits while in the local jails awaiting transrcr to the CDCR. This has resulted

in a very complex, cumbersome and expensive bureaucratic system of trying to keep

" See Expert Panel Report. pages 151 and 177.
52 See

http://v./w\v,cdcr.ca,gov/Reports.. Research/Offender Information Services .Branch/WeeklyWed/TPOP IA/
TrOPI Ad080716.pdf
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track of the various forms of earned good time credits which is unique for determinate

sentencing states.

72. Each year, tens of thousands of CDCR pnsoncrs receIve Work Incentive,

Education, Vocational and Conservation Camp Credits. Expanding this program would

reduce the prison population, and, if done effectively. reduce recidivism as well.

Estimated Impact ofLowering LOS

73. The Expert Panel estimated that an enhanced good time credit program would

reduce the CDCR population by at least 17,000. That estimate assumed that at least

50,000 new court commitments and parole violators would receive an average of four

months of program credits which would reduce the CDCR institution population by at

least 17.000 prisoners. However. that estimate included prisoncrs outside of the 50%

carning class (50% earning class arc non-serious offcnders who, through earning WIP

credits, can reduce their sentence by up to 50'/'0) and did not take into account the effects

of diverting short-term sentenced prisoners. If one assumes that only the 50% earning

class were to be impacted (57,000 admissions per year), and only half were to bc able to

receive an average of four months casc management plan credits prior to release, the

impact on the CDCR institutional population would he 9,500. This estimate would be

higher if the diversion of sholi terll1new court commitments did not occur.

74. Further population reduction would occur if morc prisoners were able to

participate in the CCC programs and earn the two-for-one day credit.

75. California's current Work Incentive Program is deeply ilawcd, CDCR has

attempted to maximize the effect of the WIP by creating the Bridging program. noted

earlier. Today virtually all newly admitted prisoners are enrolled in the Bridging program

'7.1_
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to ensure they receive the day for day WIP credits. When visiting the Lancaster facility in

2007, I was told that the Bridging program oftcn consists of prisoners being given

"assignments" to read materials or other self help documents. Credit for this work is

assumed and is not evaluated to determine what if any progress is being made by the

prisoner. It was this lack of structurc that Icd thc Expert Panel to recommend that thc

WIP credits be made statutory which is similar to some other states. Such a change

would also eliminate a cumbersome book-kecping process that has resulted in wrongful

incarcerations beyond the proper release date.

76. Finally rcmoving the restrictions prohibiting "serious offenders" and 2'1(1 and

3'd strikers from receiving sentence-reducing credits would signifIcantly reduce the

average daily prison population. For example, moving up the release dates of such

prisoners by an average of four months would lower the prison population by over 3,000.

If such prisoners could be placed in the 50% earning class category, the prison population

would decline by as much as 37,000 pcople s3 There arc a considerable number of

prisoners who are not in the 50'V<, earning class but who arc low risk and whose further

incarceration has no impact on crime rates or recidivism rates.'3

77. Finally the state can safely reduce its prison population by offering good time

credits to reduce the period of parole supervision. Similar to the research on LOS and

imprisonment, there is no evidence that extending parole supervision for all prisoners

serves any public safety value or reduces recidivism. In fact a California study showed

no relationship between time on parole (or even the placement of a prisoner on parole)

5< See F:xpert Panel Report. Appendix I::. page 93.
<:4 Based on CDCR and UCI recidivism data files 1have received since 2007.
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with recidivism rates.'5 The Urban Institute also recently reported that prisoners released

with no parole supervision have recidivism rates that are similar to those who are placed

on parole. 56·

78. These research findings suggest that the amount of time a CDCR parolee must

spend on parole supervision can be significantly lowered without jeopardizing public

safety. This is important in that the population-reduction options listed above will serve

to place more prisoners on parole supervision for a longer period of time under currcnt

CDCR and Board of Prison Terms policics.

79. In order to reduce the number of parolees, California can implement a policy

that accomplishes one or both of the following:

a. Allows prisoners to earn day for day good time off their parole

supervision period for compliance with the conditions of parole (under this

situation most prisoners who comply with the conditions of parole would

serve no more than six months of supervision) . and

b. rvlandates the discharge of all persons li'om parole supervIsion after

having demonstrated that the pnsoner has remained arrest and violation

free for a 12 month period.

80. Under current law. prisoners must complete a period of parole (usually 1-3

years) after discharge from prison. While state law allows some parolees to be

discharged irom parole early le)r good behavior. this option is rarely used and most

55 Doroth),' R. Jaman, Lnvrence A. Bennen, and John E. Berccochea, E:arl.v Oisc!Jargeji-om Faro/I.!, Po!iC)',
Practice and ()utcome, Sacramento: California Department of Corrections, 1974: Debor-ah Star, ,)'llmmt-l!'}'

Parole .,4 Six and Twelve Month Fo/lmv-Up E.'valuation, Sacram('nto: California Dept. of Corrections
Research Unil, 1979.
56 Amy Solomon, Vera KachnowskL and Avi Hllati. March 1005, "Do(.;s Parole Work?: Analyzing the
Impact of Postprison Supervision on Rearrest Outcomes. \Vashington, DC: Urban lnslitute.
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parolees are not discharged by the BPT even though they have remained arrest and

violation free 57 Implementing an effective early parole discharge program would both

reduce the population of parolees and, concomitantly, reduce the parolc revocation rate.

Estimating the Impact olEarly Discharge/I'om Parole

81. At the time of writing this report, I had only just received data that will enable

me to analyze the impact of decreasing the period of parole supervision for persons who

remain arrest- and violation-free, and I have not had time to fully analyze this data.

57 Sec Expert Panel Report, Page 13
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Impact on the Counties and Public Safety

82. Two concerns that need to be considered in any attempt to lower (or increase)

a prison population are the associated effects on local government and public safety. I

have already pointed out a number of studies that show nuctuations in the size of a prison

system and the rate of imprisonment are not linked to crime rates, and that releasing some

low-risk offenders from prison can reduce crime if appropriate programming is provided.

83. In this section of my report, I demonstrate that the thrcc basic reforms I have

proposed, if implemented appropriately, would have minimal if any impact on public

safety or the administration of justice in the counties. Three countics have been selected

to illustrate these effects (Amador, Fresno and Los Angeles). These counties are

representative of a large urban county, a medium-sized county, and a small rural county.

84. State-wide there are 1.4 million serious crimes reported each year (the vast

majority are property crimes, largely petty theft and Ji'aud), and nearly three million

arrests (the largest number are for misdemeanor level crimes). The kcy attributes of the

thrce counties that 1 analyzcd are shown in Tables 7 and 8. Table 7 shows the number of

serious crimes reported to police each year and the number of arrests made by law

enforcement agencies.

85. Table 8 shows the now of persons in and out of the major correctional

populations. This table shows that prison admissions and releases constitute a very small

percentage of the total now of adults into the county jails, probation. and prison. For

Amador and Fresno, prison admissions and releases constitute only 4-5% of the total

admission stream. Los Angeles is higher at \ 0% but the CDCR Dow remains small

compared to the numbers of people being booked into the jails or admitted to probation.
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The last row in Table 9 shows that prison admissions and releases, when added together,

represent only 5-6% of the total number of arrests being made each year in each county.

86. Because prison admissions and releases eonstitute sueh a small percentage of

the total flow of adults into the county jails, probation, and prison, modest changes in the

number of persons being admitted and released from the CDCR prison system will have

little if any impact on local county criminal justice activities.

A. Impact ofDiverting Technical Parole Violators Persons with Short Sentences

87. Implementing a diversion program for technical parolc violators and persons

with short prison sentences would mcan that persons who have violated the terms of their

parole, or who committed relatively non-serious offenses, would remain in the

community under the supervision of their parole ofl1cers rather than being incarcerated in

CDCR prisons for an average of 1-4 months.

88. Diversion would not cost the county any more money because the teebnical

parole violators and non-serious offenders would be maintained on parole, not

incarcerated in county jail. (if an arrcst had bcen made for the parolee or offender, those

costs would already be incurred and do not renect additional costs.) Indeed, there may be

some averted costs for the local jails who now house technical violators or low-level

offenders for some period of time bef{)re they arc transfCrred to CDCR's crowded

reception centers.

89. Moreover. the diversion programs would be unlikely to have any effCet on

public safety. In all of 2006, only 6 parole violators were sent to prison li'om Amador

county, 516 !i'om Fresno county, and 6,766 from Los Angeles County. These numbers
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are so small relative to the counties' populations, that it will likely have no impact at all

on crime rates.

90. And as shown in Table 10, assuming that 7S% of the targeted group of low-

level offenders are diverted from the CDCR and retained in the community, the largest

impact on total arrests would be less than 1%. For jail bookings the additional impact in

the first year would be Icss than 1% in Amador and Fresno and 1.3% for Los Angeles.

91. Morcover, as explained above, if a diversion program is implemented

simultaneously with providing evidence-based programming, publie safety might actually

improve because research shows that technical parole violators and low-risk offenders

have higher recidivism ratcs when incarcerated. and lower recidivism rates whcn

provided appropriate evidence-based programming in the communi ty S8

Table 8: Key Population, Reported Crime and Arrests By County -- 2006

Grand Total Arrcsts
Adult Arrests

Misdemeanor 994
Juvenile 1S9

Source: Attorney General

ss Expert Pane] Report at 23.

I IS
469271
837.244
232.849
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Table 9: Key Correctional Population Attributes by County - 2006

Attribute Amador Fresno Los
Angeles

I--'P.~rci:s.o~,1~1.,A,:.:d"m:,I,·::.s,:s,I,',o.:.:n"::s~~_~._.~ __ _ .._.._.._~+__ .;9:::1.+ 2,21 1 22,OQ3
I- N",:'e:cw:~C;~o:.:u:.:r,t:cC:cc=0:,:m:,:n:,:1i"s:.:s.i"(,,)J1.,.:s ~+.- 8::..":"1.~~=~I~9I[~~~~i~),?)I

PVs New Felons 8 516 ! 6.766...~-'-:-'-'""'-:.:.:,.:::.::::~ _-~~_.~_.~..... + - :-+--~.__.. ...~._.~--'--

197

88~o 85(~~() 77%
4% 4% 10%
4~/o 5°/1) 10%
6(% 5~/() 6~''O

f---c--c-.-c..~-.-.--.--~.- _.---.----+--~ - :.. \. --..- .._..~.-.-- .
i-,-P:,:ri:..so::.:l"l"R:,:e"le:,:a:.:s.e,s,.'_ _..__._.~_..+ _.:.:9,.:..0+. :::,:,:.,..+ ~~lJlQ

c T,,,o,.c.ta:.c:.l,,P,,a:..f(:,-)l"es,-' ._ _ +._ J,-"(,..l.1- __.::.c::.:.=.f- _~.2.Jj.!..

t~~~~-=.-==========~==!~==:=I~;s:t=:..:'- t··-· ~+:~~~-
Prison

Misdemeanor

Total Adult Correctional
Total Adult Admissions
%.Iail
% Prison Admissions
% Prison Releases
Prison Admissions" Releases % of Arrests

Sources: data by CDCR and the counties
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Table 10: Estimated Effects of the Diversion of Persons Sentenced to 24 months or
less non Violent, Non-Lifer, Non-Sex Registrant and Non-Strike Crimes/Sentences

H Impacl olModeralely Reducing Length olStay Based on Good Time Credits

92. Implementing an effective good-time credit program would have the most

direct impact on a prisoner population and the least impact on public safety. Good time

credit programs have repeatedly been shown to haw insignificant impact on public safety

because the expected LOS for any individual prisoner is reduced only moderately. and

only prisoners who are adhering to the rules and regulations of the prison system and who

do not pose high risk to commit serious crimes when released are eligible to participates,)

93. It is also important to note that the effects on the number of people being

released hom prison is only temporary and of a very shOli nature. When the enhanced

good time credit awards are first made there will be a slight increase in the volume of

released prisoners for a short period of time (because the prison will be relcasing both

prisoners eligible for release under the old system plus prisoners eligible to be released

under the new good time credit system). But once the initial group of prisoners who have

received the awards have been released. the number of releases declines and returns to

59 Carolina Guzman, Barry Krisberg. and Chris Tsukida, 2008. "Accelerated Release: A Literature
Review", Oakland, CA: National Council on Crime and Delinquency.
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the level that existed before implementation of the new program. The increases are thus

moderate and short-lived, and would not result in largc numbers of persons suddenly

being released and overwhelming their local communities.

94. Figure 5 mimics the flow of prisoners released to a particular county both

prior to and after a new good-time policy is introduced. In this scenario, under the

existing scheme 1,500 prisoners are typically released each month after serving 24

months in prison. When the new "good time" credit program is introduced, there is a four

month timc frame where there is an overall increase of 1,500 additional prisoncrs being

released. That is because, for four months, the prison releases thc 1,500 prisoners it

would ordinarily release, plus 1,500 more prisoners who have become eligible j~)r parole

four months early due to good time. However, the "surge" of 1,500 extra inmates per

month ends four months later, when all prisoners are being released pursuant to the good

timc credit program, and the total numbcr of releascs drops back to the stcady state of

1,500 pcr month.
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Figure 5: Example of {<our Month Good Time Progr'am on Prison Releases
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95. The effects of a good time credit program on the three counties are

summarized in Table 11. In this table it is assumed that persons in the 50% earning class

will receive an average of four months of credits, which will serve to reduce their period

of imprisonment by the same amount. During this four month window (a time during

which the inmate would have been incarcerated absent the good time release program),

approximately 5% of the released prisoners will be re-arrested or returned to prison for a

technical vioiation60 The good time credit releasee,s' would accountfiJr a temporary

increase in arrests olless than 1 percent oral! arrests occurring in the counties. Several

months after the good time credit program is implemented, even this small and temporary

increase in arrests and prison returns will disappear.

Table II: Estimated Impact on Pnblie Safety on Good Time Program
for Selected Prisoners

Benefits to Implementing I'opnlation Reduction Measure

96. The population reduction options listed in this report will have a number of

benefits in addition to lowering the size of the current CDCR population

60 'fhis is based on data me sent to me by the CDCR in 2007. The figure will be updated using more
comprehensive data files sent to me on August 12.2008 by the CDeR.
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97. The population reducing tcchniques will have the most immediatc impact on

crowding at CDCR's critical reception centers. which first house any new admissions. In

order 1,\1' any prison system to function propcrly it is essential the major reception

centers are not severallv crowded. In the CUCR. the crowding of the mak reception

centers is largely a function of the large number of paroie violators (especially t'.?clmical

violators) who arc being processed each year. By lowering the rcvocation rate and

diverting technical violators Ii'om the CDCR. the number of admissions will decline as

well as the size of the reception center populations. This will increase the ability of

CDeR to ei1'ectively screen new inmates for health and mental health concerns. and also

for programming needs.

98. The reduced population will also reduce the number of lockdolVns caused by

overcrowding. which wil] also incn:ase the ability ofCDCR to provide medical and

111enla) health C;:lrc, and 10 provide evidence-based programming that \\'ill reduce

rccidivlS111.

99, l\"!orcovl'L lhe popuiariol1 reduction !l1l'dSlIreS oLitlirk'd in this reporl \vill

I UU. Finally. the refcmns. if Implemcnted COlTC,·t!l. should h,1\'c ill' impact on

crimc renes in California.

[Jened A uPISI
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APPENDIX A TO AUSTIN REPORT

Additional documents and data provided by plaintiffs' counsel and/or counsel for other
parties:

1. Documents bates marked E-UCI-030115 and E-UCI-0301 16 (an email exchange
between Dr. Joan Petersilia and Thomas IIoffman) which attaches data regarding
technical parole violations).

2. Documcnts bates marked E-Priv 0025 11-2512 (fiscal impact of sentencing reform
options)

3. Documents bates marked E-Priv 001986-1987 (preliminary sentencing reform
11/2/06)

4. Documents bates marked E-Priv 001782-1785 (preliminary sentencing reform
10/25/06)

5. Documents bates marked GOVPRIVOOI091-95 (email exchange with Robert
Gore)

6. Documents bates markcd GOVPRIVOOI596-1 598 (email exchange with Robert
Gore)

7. Documents bates marked GOVPRIV006097-6 103 (Dircct Discharge from Prison
or Early Release fi'om Parole)

8. Data regarding the CDCR prison population provided by defendants during the
eourse of the mediation process, and f~)f which any mediation privilege has been
waived.

9. Data regarding the counties of Amador. Fresno and Los Angeles that was
provided by CDCR and counsel I'or the intervenors during the course ol'thc
mediation process. and i~)f which any mediation privilegc has been waived.

10. Data provided by defense counsel on CD-Rom on August 11.2008.

I I. Data regarding the CDCR prison population and county jail populations listed on
CDCR's website.
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